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About
Remote Controlled Lighting

With fifteen years’ experience and its products installed 
worldwide, RCL is recognised across the globe by leading 
architects, lighting designers and end clients as the pioneer in 
the field of remote controlled lighting. 

RCL have introduced innovative remote control technology 
to a range of multi-directional luminaires, and our extensive 
portfolio includes lighting solutions for any architectural 
space; RCL track, monopoint and recessed luminaires ensure 
our technology can be applied regardless of the creative 
vision for a space.

We are proud of our heritage in developing patented 
technology that enables luminaires to be individually selected 
and adjusted in pan, tilt and dim level using a remote control 
from floor level, eliminating the need for mechanical lifts or 
ladders and the associated costs and dangers. 

Lighting concepts can therefore be fine-tuned with pinpoint 
accuracy and the greatest of ease, saving you time, expense 
and effort. 

With our passion for innovation and our engineering know-how, 
RCL has designed lighting solutions for a broad assortment 
of applications, with our luminaires particularly suited for use 
in ballrooms, museums and retail applications where content 
and themes change rapidly and where physical access to the 
luminaire is not always readily available.

RCL is a family-owned British company. Our London headquarters 
houses our research and development facility that exhibits the 
best of British engineering and electronics development. RCL 
is constantly innovating in the area of remote controlled lighting 
technology, and it is with pride that the company introduces the 
newest addition to its portfolio: the DRX1.

Remote Controlled Lighting (RCL) is the only lighting 
company in the world to specialise in the design, 
manufacturer and supply of remote controlled luminaires.
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Principles of
RCL Technology

All of RCL’s luminaires, including the new DRX1, are remotely controllable in pan, tilt and dim level. Ideal for 
hospitality venues, museums, galleries and retail applications where the lighting scheme may need to adapt to the 
changing requirements of the space, RCL luminaires avoid the need for ladders, scaffolding or mechanical lifts.

The patented technology found in our portfolio allows for the 
luminaire to be controlled in three easy steps using a hand-
held remote controller. 

1. Users select the RCL luminaire for control by using the 
remote’s built-in laser.

2. Once the luminaire has been selected, the buttons on the 
handheld controller are activated and the user can control pan, 
tilt and dim levels. 

3. When the beam is perfectly aligned and the intensity is 
correct, pressing the laser button de-selects that luminaire 
and the user can move onto the next one.

Our luminaires allow the lighting scenario to be adapted quickly, 
cost effectively and with no risk to safety. In addition, the lack of 
down-time in commercial spaces, which would otherwise need 
to be vacant for re-commissioning, allows owners and operators 
to make more use of such spaces.

The simplicity of control of RCL luminaires also has considerable 
ease-of-use benefits; non-technical staff can precisely aim 
fittings from floor-level, ideal for high-ceiling locations. 

Select & Direct

Key Features
1. QUICK TO INSTALL

Quick installation times coupled with remote controlled 
adjustability of pan, tilt and dim levels ensure time saving over 
the course of the luminaire’s lifetime. 

2. EASY TO USE

Operation of the remote control has been designed to be 
intuitive; allowing effective control over pan, tilt and dim levels 
of each luminaire.

3. GLOBAL CONTROL COMPATIBILITY WITH STANDARD 
CONTROLS PROTOCOLS

To maximise flexibility, RCL fixtures have been designed to be 
compatible with the standard global control protocols DALI and 
DMX, as well as RCL’s own iPad-based control system: iDirect.

4. TRULY FLEXIBLE

RCL luminaires offer adjustability in pan and tilt and a variety of 
mounting options to ensure maximum flexibility throughout the 
lifetime of the fixture.

5. ECONOMICAL SOLUTION

The ability to control the fixtures remotely secures them as a 
long term investment; allowing the scheme to be easily altered 
as required. The LEDs chosen for RCL luminaires have an 
expected lifetime of over 50,000 hours, delivering through-life 
savings compared to traditional light sources.

6. BEAM OPTIONS

Reference page 6.

RCL PRINCIPLES
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Introducing
DRX1

DRX1 is the latest architectural LED spotlight from RCL. 
Like all RCL luminaires, the DRX1 is fully controllable from 
floor level in both pan and tilt, allowing the luminaire to 
be directed as required without physically handling the 
luminaire head. The luminaire can also be dimmed with 
the remote control, or with a choice of control protocols.

SCENES

DRX1 has complete pan rotation, and can be rotated ±110° 
through the tilt, giving full flexibility of movement. With a 
movement resolution of less than one degree in each axis, a 
fine level of control is ensured. 

Depending on the choice of control protocol, the DRX1 also 
features an on-board scene memory, allowing users to easily 
recall pre-set scenes, such as regular table layouts or dim-levels.

DRX1 PROFILE

FORM FACTOR

The DRX1 combines our sophisticated integration of remote 
controlled technology with an elegant aesthetic. The entire 
luminaire weighs just 1.2kg, while the 115mm long fixture head 
measures just 100mm in diameter.

The minimal design of the DRX1 ensures unobtrusive architectural 
integration regardless of the interior design scheme.  

Available in white or black as standard, DRX1 can also be 
custom finished to any RAL colour. The DRX1 provides a fusion 
of technical performance and elegant design.

DRX1 offers the opportunity to install louvres, filters and lenses 
with a clip-in accessory holder that securely locks accessories 
up to 3.5mm thick within the luminaire.
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DRX1
Performance

BEAM OFFERINGS

The DRX1 launches with a choice of three beam angles as 
standard. Options available with our carefully selected optics 
include a 6° narrow spot, a 10° spot, and a 22º flood.

Colour
COLOUR TEMPERATURE

We at RCL recognise the need of specifiers and their clients to 
have a choice of colour temperatures to suit the requirements 
of a space. DRX1 will launch with three colour temperatures, 
a warm 2700K option, an intermediate 3000K choice, and a 
cool 4000K offering. 

RCL carefully selects LEDs for each colour temperature option 
from 1/8th ANSI bins to ensure colour consistency within the 
beams; and across the DRX1 range.

COLOUR RENDERING

As the DRX1 has been designed for colour-critical applications, 
including museums, galleries and retail environments, colour 
rendering is critical. For the 2700K and 3000K options, the 
DRX1 delivers 90+CRI, ensuring that the luminaire accurately 
reveals the colours of the artwork, merchandise or subject 
being lit. 4000K LED variants deliver 80+CRI.
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In addition to these beam distribution choices, a new ultra-
narrow beam option will be available for the DRX1 from Autumn 
2016. For more information on the ultra-narrow beam option, 
please contact RCL.

The DRX1 has been designed for exceptional performance and efficiency. 
The RCL designed LED module delivers up to 812lm from 14W, while multiple options 
including alternative distributions and a choice of colour temperatures ensure that 
the DRX1 will deliver the necessary performance required for any application.

Ultra-narrow beam option available from Autumn 2016

DRX1 PROFILE
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Controls
Compatibility

Our intuitive handset was designed to give full control of an RCL luminaire without 
need for additional equipment or cabling. 

RCL’s ‘select and direct’ technology allows one handset to take control of any DRX1. Once 
selected, users can aim the beam exactly where required from an operational range of over 15m, 
and then adjust the intensity to achieve a perfect lighting solution, all from floor level and without 
the need for ladders or scaffolding.

Scenes can also be recorded and recalled thanks to the on-board memory of the DRX1, 
meaning multiple lighting concepts can be stored and returned to at the touch of a button.

DMX CONTROL

Allowing full control of the luminaire in pan, tilt and dim 
level, control via DMX also allows the DRX1 to be controlled 
simultaneously with additional third-party luminaires.

Where required, specifiers can choose to operate full DMX 
dimming and movement of the DRX1, or opt for dimming via 
DMX, with movement controlled by the handheld controller.

Projects where RCL luminaires are controlled by the DMX 
protocol include the Marina Bay Sands Hotel in Singapore 
(above left) and Hakkasan restaurant in Las Vegas (above right).

DALI DIMMING

In line with full controls integration, the DRX1 has been 
engineered to support the DALI dimming protocol, allowing 
our fixtures to be dimmed via this global controls standard.

1-10V DIMMING

For simple installations requiring consistent dimming of all DRX1 
luminaires on a circuit, a 1-10V dimming option is available.

DRX1 PROFILE
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iDirect for DRX1

iDirect is our iPad app that has been developed exclusively for the control of RCL luminaires using 
simple gestures and an intuitive user interface. Up to 126 DRX1 luminaires can be linked to a single 
iPad, allowing complete control for a single user.

LUMINAIRE CONTROLS AT THE SWIPE OF A FINGER

With our innovative app, any individual DRX1 or alternative RCL luminaire connected to the iDirect system can be selected and then, 
with simple gestures, controlled in both the pan and tilt. An easy-to-use slider allows full dim control of the selected luminaires.

SCENE RECORD AND RECALL

Regularly used aiming points and dim levels can be recorded for multiple luminaires and then recalled when required. This dramatically
reduces the set-up time for frequently used lighting arrangements and maximises the profitable use of a space. This is a valuable 
benefit for ballrooms, conference facilities and other hospitality venues.

CENTRALISED DIMMING

Dedicated functions within the app allow for dimming of 
multiple luminaires simultaneously. With sliders for individual 
areas of a scheme, as well as being able to dim fittings in all 
areas, dimming control is at the touch of a fingertip.

LIGHT PLANS

RCL’s iDirect supports the upload of “Light Plans”. These are 
simplified reflected ceiling plans which are displayed on the 

iPad. Individual luminaires can be drag and dropped onto 
the Light Plan, allowing users to easily select luminaires. With 
simple on-screen gestures, users can control the precise size 
and position of the luminaire on the ceiling plan. 

The use of Light Plans avoids any doubt over which luminaire 
is being controlled, and allows simple use by non-technical 
staff, simplifying the process of creating a new lighting layout 
with existing luminaires.

DRX1 PROFILE

Please Note: The above diagram is for illustration purposes only and should not be referred to as a technical drawing.
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Mounting Options

DRX1 has been designed for versatility and is available 
with a range of mounting options, giving specifiers and 
end-users increased opportunities to utilise remote 
controlled architectural spotlighting.

For track lighting applications, the DRX1 is available in 3-Circuit, 
2-Circuit and 1-Circuit Eutrac as standard, facilitating a flexible 
lighting scheme that can easily be configured with additional 
luminaires after first-fit. Our track adaptors are compatible with many 
other track types and we can fit alternative adaptors if necessary.

Monopoint DRX1’s offer an elegant solution for applications 
where track systems or recessed luminaires are unsuitable. 
Monopoint options allow for DRX1 installation directly into the 
celling plane. With a cut-out diameter of just 115mm, the DRX1 
monopoint minimises the need for additional celling clutter. 

RCL has also developed a number of bespoke mounting 
options for its range of remote controlled luminaires; if you have 
a specific requirement that you would like to explore, please 
contact RCL directly. 

DRX1 PROFILE
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RCL PORTFOLIO

DR2 was the first product to use RCL’s pioneering 
remote controlled technology. Since then it has been 
installed in museums and ballrooms across the world 
and demonstrates the ease in which RCL products can 
be controlled in pan, tilt and intensity level.

The DR2 is available with a choice of LED light sources or QR111 
(supporting lamps of up to 100W). LED options are available with 
multiple beam width options, and three colour temperatures.

The DR2 is available in track, monopoint or hook clamp 
versions. Its versatility in integration has seen it installed in a 
variety of applications.

Control options for the DR2 include handheld remote, DMX, and 
external phase dimming (both leading and trailing edge protocols). 
A number of LED monopoint variants also support DALI dimming.

DR2 has complete pan rotation, and can be rotated ±90° 
through the tilt, giving full flexibility of movement. With a 
movement adjustment accuracy of less than one degree in 
each axis, a fine level of control is ensured.

The first 48 DR2s were installed at the Banqueting House in 
London in August 2002. Since then more than 43,000 DR2s 
have been supplied and the Banqueting House lights were still in 
service when they were replaced with the LED version in 2015.

DR2 The Pioneer of 
Remote Controlled Lighting

RCL PORTFOLIO
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The DR7 is RCL’s recessed luminaire; a multi-directional 
remote controlled fixture that offers versatility in use 
while remaining aesthetically discreet.

Like the DR2, the DR7 is available with both LED and halogen 
light sources. LED options are available with multiple beam 
width options, and three colour temperatures.

Designed for architectural integration, the DR7 offers a ±35° 
tilt without any elements protruding below the ceiling line; 
maintaining a clean and minimal aesthetic. Complete pan 
control offers full flexibility of movement.

In addition to the standard DR7, additional trimless variants offer 
plaster-in hardware that allows for an even more discreet finish.

Control options for the DR7 include handheld remote, DMX 
(available in both dimming only, or full dimming and movement via 
DMX), 1-10V, DALI and leading and trailing edge phase dimming.

DR7 Designed for
Architectural Integration

RCL PORTFOLIO
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DR8 Engineered
for Versatility

Developed from an initial brief for a bespoke product 
for Christie’s auction house, the DR8 spotlight 
has been refined to offer a number of options in a 
compact footprint.

The DR8 was engineered for versatility, with a choice of LED 
or halogen options. LED options include the same choice of 
multiple colour temperatures and beam angles as the DR2 and 
DR7 for a comprehensive application focus.

The DR8 spotlight was designed to provide a unique solution 
to the challenge of integrating moving head luminaires into 
ceiling troughs; the DR8 solves this with a tight turning circle 
of 200mm.

Despite this narrow turning circle, the track or monopoint 
mounted DR8 still offers flexibility in aiming the luminaire, with 
complete pan control and ±90° movement through the tilt axis, 
giving full flexibility of movement.

RCL PORTFOLIO
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CASE STUDIES

Over 330 DR7 luminaires were specified for the Arora 
Ballroom, at London’s InterContinental O2 luxury hotel. 
The Ballroom, which at over 3,000sqm, is one of the 
largest pillar-less ballrooms in Europe, hosts a number of 
events including conferences, exhibitions and banquets, 
and consequently needed a truly flexible lighting system.

The DR7, with full pan and tilt control from ground level, 
offers this flexibility. Integrated with a customised DMX 
system, the DR7s were configured in a number of typical 

scenes which offered convenience and ease of use for the 
venue operators, while event-to-event fine-tuning could be 
done with the use of RCL’s handheld controller, ideal for 
ensuring absolutely perfect positioning.

The ±35° tilt angle offers versatility, including being able 
to light suspended objects in the three-dimensional space 
via the 64 one-tonne rigging points, yet with no protruding 
elements, the DR7s delivered a clean ceiling line with 
minimal architectural intrusion.

Kerry Hotel
Pudong

CASE STUDIES

InterContinental O2

London

With a focus on hospitality, the Kerry Hotel Pudong, 
Shanghai is the first in a new class of Luxury hotels 
from the Shangri-La Group. The hotel features two 
interconnecting ballrooms on the third floor, the 
2,230-square-metre pillar-free Grand Shanghai Ballroom 
and the 1,018 square metre Pudong Ballroom. 

With a ceiling soaring up to nine metres in places, the 
developers required a lighting solution that was both affordable 
and versatile for pin spotting tables. Focusing lights at such 
a height would require the costly and time consuming use of 
a mechanical lift or scaffolding tower. The lighting designer’s 
solution was to specify 240 track-mounted DR2 luminaires for 
use in both ballrooms. The remote controlled spotlights offered 
the flexibility needed and allowed the dedicated events team to 
set up tables before adjusting the lighting scheme to ensure the 
best possible illumination.
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The Shangri-La Hotel in Beijing first opened its doors in 
1987 and has established itself as one of the finest hotels 
in the city, with over 30 designated meeting spaces. 

Pivotal to the hotel’s hospitality facilities is the Grand Ballroom; 
a 1,350sqm space with 8.1m ceilings that can be split into 
three smaller spaces. With the potential to cater to up to 1,400 
people, the ballroom is the perfect venue for different events, 
ranging from weddings to conventions.

For the double height space of Claridge’s Fera 
restaurant, Lighting Design International (LDI) required 
discreet luminaires that could pin spot tables from 
elevation without intruding on the Art Deco glamour 
of the restaurant’s newly designed interiors. RCL 
provided this solution with 36 multi-directional 
recessed DR7 luminaires.

Katerina Chanioti, Senior Designer at LDI, explained the 
design concept:

“The latest lighting technology was concealed seamlessly 
into the interior décor, ensuring a graceful appearance while 
maintaining visual impact with a lighting scheme that could subtly 
change throughout the day.”

Evidence of this intelligent and sympathetic concealment of 
lighting included the disguising of the recessed DR7 fixtures 
behind what was designed to appear as dark ventilation 
grilles.  Finished in black, and hidden behind these decorative 
elements, the luminaires can be rotated through both the pan 
and tilt axis from floor level with a handheld remote controller, to 
precisely light the centre of each restaurant table.

Shangri-La Hotel
Beijing

Fera Claridge’s
London

Image courtesy of Derry Moore

CASE STUDIES

With its tall ceilings and versatile nature, the hotel’s Grand 
Ballroom is an ideal candidate for RCL’s ‘Select & Direct’ 
technology. Track-mounted DR2 spotlights provide pin spotting 
across the space, offering the Shangri-La’s events team a quick 
and flexible solution for table lighting. Adjusting the luminaires 
in pan and tilt allows the staff to precisely focus the luminaires 
without the need for mechanical lifts or scaffolding and with 
in-built dimming, the intensity of individual luminaires can easily 
be adjusted.
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For the launch of the Qela luxury retail brand with a 
flagship boutique-cum-gallery in the heart of Doha, 187 
recessed trimless DR7 luminaires and 146 DR8 remote 
controlled spotlights were specified in an award-winning 
scheme by dpa lighting consultants.

The RCL fixtures, all specified with high power LED sources 
perfect for the high ceilings, provided the retailers’ operating 
team with an extremely flexible solution that allows them to 
tailor the lighting scheme for the retail and gallery spaces within 
the two-level store.

For maximum convenience, the luminaires can be controlled in 
pan, tilt or dim level through the use of a handheld controller. 
Alternatively, the use of the iDirect app for iPads allows the 
store to quickly recall global scenes, or individually tailor 
specific fixtures, perfect for focusing attention on high-value 
merchandise, or alternatively fine-tune the lighting of the 
artwork in the gallery areas.

When celebrated art experts Philip Mould and Company 
opened a new gallery in London’s Pall Mall, the dealership 
opted for over seventy DR8 track mounted spotlights.

With discretion crucial in the design of the gallery, the luminaires 
were installed into a solitary recessed ceiling trough, hiding 
the track and mechanical elements. Despite this recess, the 
DR8s still have a full ±90° tilt, perfect for illuminating the vertical 
surfaces that the pieces are displayed on. In addition, there is 
also versatility through the ±165° pan rotation; crucially for the 

gallery, the luminaire can be rotated through both the pan and 
tilt from ground level.

Thanks to the handheld controller, the gallery team can adjust 
the position of lighting, as well as control the beam intensity, 
without requiring ladders, scaffolding or mechanical lifts.  This 
ensures that with changing inventories, the gallery can quickly 
refocus the luminaires to spotlight their latest pieces without 
requiring additional investments.

Qela Boutique
Doha

Philip Mould & Co
London

CASE STUDIES
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German lighting design consultancy Kardorff Ingenieure 
Lightplanung has selected RCL’s DR8 remote controlled 
spotlights for use at the Mercedes-Benz showrooms near 
Berlin’s Ostbahnhof.

The Mercedes-Benz showroom is glass-fronted on three sides 
and features a double-height interior which meant Kardorff 
Ingenieure’s scheme had to work doubly hard to ensure visual 
comfort within, whilst avoiding dazzling passers-by outside. To 
combat this issue, 60 DR8s were installed in pairs in bespoke 

Mercedez-Benz
Berlin

In 1766, James Christie opened the London fine art 
auction house and their reputation has grown ever 
since. In 2008, Christie’s opened its newly refurbished 
galleries and RCL were approached to supply lighting 
as part of the renovation. 

Lighting was a key part of the refurbishment. With constantly 
changing collections, a contemporary flexible lighting system 
that can be easily operated was needed. With thousands, if not 

Christie’s Auction House
London

Image courtesy of Linus Lintner Fotographie

millions, of pounds at stake in a highly competitive market, it is 
crucial that sale items are literally shown in their best light.

The brief specified a product that could fit within a ceiling 
trough just 200mm wide. RCL designed and developed the 
DR8 to meet this requirement, and over 580 of the remote 
controlled spotlights were installed as part of the refit. In 
addition to an improved ‘turning circle’, the DR8 also offers 
excellent glare control and is controllable by RCL’s handheld 
remote controller, DMX or DALI.

ceiling troughs in the showroom area. The compact design of 
the DR8 ensured full pan and tilt movement whilst maintaining a 
minimum profile. Kardorff Ingenieure also specified recessed DR7 
fixtures for areas such as the reception and conference spaces.

Given the high value nature of the vehicles on display, 
the showroom wished to reduce the need for potentially 
hazardous scaffolding or mechanical lifts when refocusing 
luminaires to account for the movement of the vehicles, so 
RCL’s remote controlled fixtures provided an ideal solution.

CASE STUDIES
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